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Molecules - large or small - are attractive academic resources, with numerous questions on their chemical behaviour as
well as problems in fundamental physics now (or still) waiting to be answered: Targeted by high-resolution spectroscopy,
a rotating molecular top can turn into a laboratory for molecule chemistry or a laboratory for particle physics.
Once successfully entrained (many species - depending on size and chemical composition - have insufficient vapour
pressures or are of transient nature, such that specifically designed pulsed-jet sources are required for their transfer into the
gas phase or in-situ generation) into the collision-free environment of a supersonic-jet expansion, each molecular top comes
with its own set of challenges, theoretically and experimentally: Multiple internal interactions are causing complicated
energy level schemes and the resulting spectra will be rather difficult to predict theoretically. Experimentally, these spectra
are difficult to assess and assign. With today’s broad-banded chirp microwave techniques, finding and identifying such
spectral features have lost their major drawback of being very time consuming for many molecules. For other molecules,
the unrivalled resolution and sensitivity of the narrow-banded impulse microwave techniques provide a window to tackle
- at the highest precision available to date – fundamental questions in physics, even particle physics – potentially beyond
the standard model.
Molecular charge distribution, properties of the chemical bond, details on internal dynamics and intermolecular inter-
action, the (stereo-chemical) molecular structure (including the possibility of their spatial separation) as well as potential
evidence for tiny yet significant interactions encode their signature in pure molecular rotation subjected to time-domain
microwave spectroscopic techniques. Ongoing exciting technical developments promise rapid progress. We present recent
examples from Hannover, new directions, and an outlook at the future of molecular rotation spectroscopy.
